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ABSTRACT
Investment in scientific research is generally asymmetrical: it depends on
precedents, current trends in science and technology, and economic,
political and social agendas. However, asymmetry occasionally leads to
bottlenecks that limit delivery of valuable technologies. This review
considers the case of translating plant research to crop genetic
improvement. Considerable progress has been made in basic plant science
in recent decades fueled largely by the revolution in genetics. Meanwhile,
human population has continued to grow exponentially, the natural
resource base upon

which

agriculture depends has diminished

significantly, and the climate is becoming less conducive to agriculture in
general, especially in already food insecure regions. However, although
basic research has delivered promising outputs using model crop species,
relatively few new ideas have been tested in a mainstream breeding
context. Past successful translational research projects—including
enhancing the vitamin A content of maize, increasing the ability of rice to
tolerate flooding, approaches for improving the yield potential of spring
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wheat, and traits for increasing the climate resilience of maize and
sorghum—required

interdisciplinary

and

often

international

collaboration to deliver adequate proofs of concept. They were also driven
by a visionary approach and the necessary time commitment from the
research institutions and funding bodies involved. These attributes are
prerequisite for capitalizing on basic plant research and harnessing it to
food security.
KEYWORDS: breeding; physiology; development; farmers; traits; food
security; nutrition
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ABBREVIATIONS
PT, physiological trait; IWYP, International Wheat Yield Partnership;
HeDWIC, Heat and Drought Wheat Improvement Consortium; HTP, high
throughput phenotyping; HI, Harvest index; CT, canopy temperature;
IWIN,

International

Wheat

Improvement

Network;

CIMMYT,

International Maize and Wheat Improvement Center; ITTA, International
Institute of Tropical Agriculture; SLA, specific leaf area; QTL, quantitative
trait locus; ASI, anthesis-silking interval
INTRODUCTION
In science, an idea remains a hypothesis until proven. However, in the
area of crop genetic improvement, many ideas are projected from
academia as solutions to challenging productivity problems, without
demonstrating all the steps necessary to achieve the required genetic gains,
with that task left to breeders. The explosion in fundamental plant science
in recent decades has uncovered the physiological and genetic basis of
many traits as well as genetic markers and assays to select for them. This
has resulted in a massive pileup of ideas that have yet to be tested and
translated into applied breeding programs. In the same timeframe, the
world’s population has almost doubled, the natural resource base for
agricultural productivity is threatened by reduced water supplies and
wide-scale soil erosion, and climate is already getting generally less
favorable for agriculture, especially in regions with the greatest demand
for staple foods. Clearly, the need for investment in translational research
is more critical than ever. Investment in scientific research generally
depends on successful precedents, current trends in science and
technology, as well as economic, political and social agendas. All of these
are understandable factors; however, when they lead to bottlenecks that
compromise the delivery of needed technologies, the situation needs to be
addressed urgently.
The term “translational research” in the crop context can be defined as
a systematic effort to convert basic research knowledge into practical
applications. In this review, we interpret basic research to include any
scientific knowledge about plants or crops that can be applied to crop
improvement.
Most successful crop breeders are scientists who also become
“engineers” of a cultivar delivery pipeline. In the public sector, at least,
much of their efforts go into crop protection, since it is more important in
terms of food and farmer security to avoid severe losses of productivity
due to pest or disease than to achieve marginal yield gains. Fortunately, it
tends to be easier genetically to find resistance to disease than to achieve
yield gains per se. For example, an accelerated backcrossing program
based on a known source of resistance can avert a disease epidemic, if the
signs of novel virulence are detected in time [1]. However, this work is
reminiscent of the legendary Sisyphus: a never-ending task, due to the
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constant evolution of new disease and pest races, as well as the periodic
emergence of new threats (e.g., wheat blast or maize lethal necrosis); and
it keeps breeders fully occupied. The task is often made harder—and more
expensive—when new sources of resistance can only be found in
unadapted material such as landraces or crop wild relatives [2]. As a result,
the financial and logistical resources remaining for breeding programs to
validate novel yield-boosting traits are often limited, especially as these
traits are genetically complex, show interaction with environment, and
therefore are not straightforward to measure and track between breeding
generations.
This review emphasizes why translational research should be
recognized and resourced as an essential link between more fundamental
research and crop breeding as it adds considerable value to both. Without
an adequate translational component, the societal value from today’s
revolution in plant sciences will remain small and often wasted.
Translation often takes a long time and can thus appear unattractive to
funders and scientists. However, it can be speeded up with the newer tools
of marker assisted breeding, phenotyping using drones and cameras, and
speed breeding, driven by modern concepts of pipeline management using
digital tools and time-management criteria to ensure rapid returns on
investment.
FUNDAMENTAL RESEARCH
There is no lack of literature suggesting ways to improve crop yield or
increase adaptation to abiotic stress [3–11]. Many of these ideas have come
from research on model species whose rapid life cycle length, convenient
growth habit and other features lend them to high throughput research
methods. Such research is often facilitated by the use of controlled
environments so that precise treatment effects such as temperature and
water levels can be assured [12] and genetic experiments can avoid being
confounded by unwanted environmental variation.
In the last 15 years, for example, research on Arabidopsis and rice has
revolutionized plant science, and given rise to enormous numbers of
hypotheses for crops thanks to remarkable sets of tools to explore the
genetic base of trait improvement. These tools allow researchers to find
mutations in any gene in a directed way, find the associated phenotypes,
map variation to specific genes, catalog gene sequences across the species
and link gene expression to phenotypes [13]. Some discovery research is
also conducted on the respective crops under field environments (e.g.,
Sukumaran et al. [14]; Molero et al. [15]. However, what these scholarly
works lack is an adequate proof of concept in terms of plant breeding.
Since most basic research is conducted in controlled environments and
with model species, results cannot be readily extrapolated to crops in the
field. Furthermore, breeders must select for many traits while basic
researchers often work on one trait or gene, so pleitropic effects associated
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with novel traits always need to be verified in appropriate genetic
backgrounds and environments through pre-breeding.
CROP BREEDING
Crop breeding has been evolving ever since humans first selected for
favored plant types within progenitor species. The Green Revolution, in
the 1960s, based on dwarfing genes and breeding genetic backgrounds to
suit them, and the biotechnology revolution from the 1980s onwards, have
delivered increasingly sophisticated methodologies for crop improvement.
In the meantime, breeding programs have been efficiently meeting the
demands of a fast-growing global population through steady genetic gains
and broad-spectrum resistance to pests and diseases in most staple crops
[16], with exceptionally high returns on investment documented in some
(e.g., Reynolds et al. [17]). Many crop and policy experts suggest that this
has led to complacency, however, and both public and private sectors
currently struggle to achieve the investments needed to match predicted
human food demand by mid-century. The situation is especially ironic,
given that many breeding programs struggling for funds have already
made the initial investments in modern technologies such as phenomics,
genomics and informatics that are crucial to further increase genetic gains.
In addition to increase the efficiency of selection for mainstream traits—
yield, disease resistance, phenology, etc.—these technologies can be
powerful tools in translational research aimed at achieving step changes
in yield and adaptation to emerging stresses via the testing of hypotheses
under realistic environments.
THE TRANSLATIONAL RESEARCH BOTTLENECK
In fact relatively few scientists occupy the applied research space in
which proofs of concept for “yield-boosting” traits or other crop
improvement hypotheses are rigorously tested in a breeding context. This
is partly a result of funding constraints and partly due to the silos that
typically form when different research areas are funded from different
sources [18]. Translational research must ultimately demonstrate genetic
gains in the field, using up to date germplasm, across an appropriate range
of target environments, and ideally in genetic backgrounds that also
encompass all of the collateral traits needed to make a new cultivar
marketable. In other words, in the continuum from basic plant science at
one end to application in crop breeding at the other, there is a bottleneck
that is especially hard to fund, falling neither under one category nor the
other. Scientists who conduct fundamental research often consider
translational research too mundane or costly to support, are not rewarded
for it and lack the resources and/or breeding experience to carry out the
required work. On the other hand, breeders may view it as too risky, timeconsuming and/or theoretical to divert scarce resources into. Therefore,
lacking adequate proofs of concept, many proposed technologies with
potential impact on crop improvement remain on the shelf, with a few
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exceptions in the public sector, some of which will be presented herein as
case studies. In the private sector, simple economics usually drive the need
for adequate proof of concept before a breeding program can take the
risky investment of retooling. Again, there are exceptions, especially with
hybrid maize in the United States, where profit margins are large enough
to enable more research to be funded.
Funding bodies may assume that a breeding organization would
routinely test promising new ideas in the interests of creating products
that are more successful and gaining a bigger market share. However, the
recent disappearance/reductions of “core” public funding—even for
established institutes with a strong track-record of delivery—further
narrows the bottleneck between basic research findings and their
practical application [19].
In summary, the contention of this review is that results from upstream
plant science and their application in downstream problem-solving
research are too uncoupled. Better linkage of fundamental research to
breeding, via well-focused, translational research, is a necessary goal to
achieve global productivity targets in the face of warmer temperatures,
declining water resources and increased demand from a growing
population [20], and can add value to a considerable body of pre-existing
basic research through boosting modern plant breeding.
The remainder of this review will describe steps for translating
promising technologies—already supported by scientific data—into viable
breeding methodologies. Several case studies are also outlined.

Figure 1. Main research steps involved in translating promising technologies into genetic gains. Adapted
from Reynolds and Langridge [21], an open access article distributed under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
TRANSLATIONAL RESEARCH PIPELINE
A generic scheme of a translational research pipeline for quantitative
traits (i.e., traits controlled by many genes and their interactions), to test
hypotheses about the impact of novel trait sources, trait combinations, and
selection technologies in a crop improvement context, is presented in
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Figure 1. The pipeline consists of a series of steps that are approximately
sequential, although not all steps may be necessary.
There are seven main research steps involved in translating promising
technologies into genetic gain:
(a) Crop Design—Establishing the Hypothesis: The new “idea”
(trait/allele/methodology) must be complementary to a package of
prerequisite traits and screens associated with a given target
environment;
(b) Genetic Resources: novel genetic variation can be explored among
genebank accessions, when candidate traits/alleles are identified, and
can profit from new screening tools;
(c) Phenotyping: high throughput phenotyping is prerequisite for
evaluating large germplasm collections and breeding generations,
while precision phenotyping can identify variation for a wider range
of traits among candidate parents;
(d) Genetic Analysis: knowing the genetic basis of traits helps refine
strategic crossing and can lead to marker assisted selection. Precision
phenotyping is paramount (and often expensive) to generate the data
that allow marker identification;
(e) Crossing and Selection: making crosses involving new traits/alleles
provides the experimental material for measuring genetic gains, while
the effectiveness of new screening technologies can be rigorously
tested through well controlled progeny selection;
(f) Evaluation of Genetic Gains: by testing the best performing progeny
from experimental crosses in real world multi-location yield trials and
not in greenhouses, the impact of new technologies is quantified across
a representative range of target growing environments worldwide;
and
(g) Informatics: large data sets collected are used to refine breeding
strategies and document the scientific basis of yield gains.
Crop Design
Crop Design is usually the first step where a new “idea” or hypothesis,
i.e., a trait, allele or selection methodology must be evaluated for its
potential complementarity to a package of prerequisite traits and screens
associated with a given target environment [22]. As an example, the
hypothesis that the trait canopy temperature (CT) is related to root system
efficiency has been validated in different environments, e.g., in wheat [23].
In the crop design phase it was necessary to show that CT was linked with
water availability in the subsoil of the target environment. Another
consideration was whether the selection environment was suitable for
measurement of the trait, which is a function of temperature and relative
humidity [24]. It was also necessary to verify that there was sufficient
genetic variation among genotypes for CT to be used as a sensitive
selection system [25].
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Genetic Resources
Genetic resources provide different opportunities for validation of a
trait or selection methodology depending on the context. Using again the
example of CT, screening genetic resources for the trait under appropriate
environments enabled the identification of new and possibly better
sources of rooting capacity for use in crossing programs [26]. The variation
found in genetic resources can also allow us to more accurately test the
primary hypothesis. Genetic resource collections also provide a platform
for evaluating new selection tools and protocols. Especially in this context,
it is important to keep in mind that genetic resources come in many shapes
and sizes, from panels of well-adapted advanced breeding lines, to biparental mapping populations, to landraces and wild progenitors whose
growth habits and phenology may bear little resemblance to cultivated
species. Nevertheless, testing new screening approaches on well-designed
genetic resources panels can simultaneously provide a rigorous proof of
concept and identify promising genotypes. DNA marker data associated
with the trait would complement this exercise and provide the
opportunity to explore novel genetic variation around known loci.
Phenotyping
Phenotyping is an essential step to test and validate hypotheses. This
can be simple, even by eye, or complex due to the transient nature of the
trait or its small magnitude. High throughput phenotyping (HTP) typically
uses remote sensing to measure traits that can be measured nondestructively. Because it is cheaper and/or faster, HTP is a prerequisite for
evaluating large germplasm collections and breeding generations, though
obviously not all traits are amenable to HTP [27]. Precision phenotyping is
typically invasive or destructive, and although more expensive and slower,
can identify variation for a wider range of traits among smaller panels of
pre-selected candidate parents. However, phenotyping is not just about
tools and quantitative assays. Populations of plants must be controlled in
terms of height and phenology to avoid the risk of confounding effects
[25,28]. Furthermore, for accuracy, the selection environments must
simulate as much as possible the water, light and temperature profiles of
the target breeding environments as well their agronomy.
Genetic Analysis
Genetic analysis of novel traits can help refine crossing strategies to
ensure complementary alleles, and lead to marker assisted progeny
selection. Such deterministic use of molecular markers can complement
genomic selection models to improve selection efficiency, especially
where trait expression is harder to select for in specific environments.
Translational research involving genetic analysis provides an especially
important validation step because epistasis, G × E, and trait compensation
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can lead to unpredictable outcomes when stacking desirable traits in
different genetic backgrounds [29,30].
Table 1. Types of crosses involved in translational research to demonstrate impact of new physiological
traits and new trait combinations.
Pre-breeding Objective

Maternal parent

Paternal parent

Elite line

Elite line

Trait source

Elite line

Trait source

Elite line

Back or
top cross

Enrich expression of a previously validated
physiological trait (PT) in elite genetic
backgrounds
Test impact of a new PT, in an elite genetic
background
Test impact of a new simply inherited PT, in
an elite genetic background

Backcross
with Elite
line

Test impact of new strategic combinations of
PTs from 2 parents
Test impact of new strategic combinations of
multiple PTs from 3 parents

Trait source

Trait source
Topcross

Trait source

Trait source

with trait
source

Test impact of new PT source from nonadapted background, in an elite genetic
background

Trait source in
exotic

Backcross
Elite line

with Elite
line

Enhance the frequency of favorable alleles for

Elite lines for cycle

Trait source(s) for

a complex trait via recurrent selection to

0; sub-set of

cycle 0; sub-set of

develop improved trait source lines for use in

selected lines for

selected lines for

breeding crosses

subsequent cycle

subsequent cycles

Crossing and Selection
Crosses involving new traits/alleles provide the definitive experimental
platform for quantifying genetic gain, while the effectiveness of new
screening technologies can be rigorously tested through well-controlled
progeny selection. However, different kinds of crosses and selection
processes are applied depending largely on trait heritability and genetic
backgrounds. Where a trait has a relatively simple genetic basis and is
either associated with reliable molecular markers or a heritable
phenotype, backcrossing into a range of elite breeding lines is the favoured
and fastest approach. However, yield and many of its physiological drivers
are complex, so simple backcrossing and use of markers is not generally
an option. Different crossing strategies and their objectives are
summarized in Table 1.
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Evaluation of Genetic Gains
Evaluation of the best performing progeny from experimental crosses
over a representative range of target environments enables quantification
of the impact of new technologies in terms of realized productivity.
Genotype by environment interactions can be estimated by spanning the
relevant extremes expected in the target population of environments.
Many argue that to adequately ground-truth results, farm trials should be
used for such nurseries instead of experimental stations. However, as long
as both are managed within a range of recognized standards and
represent target agro-ecosystems, results should be comparable.
Evaluation of genetic gains in any context adds to the knowledge base
and can inspire new approaches in translational research. For example, a
recent comprehensive study by Voss-Fels et al. [31] showed that
commercial

breeding

in

favourable

environments

resulted

in

improvement in the physiology and haplotypes of winter wheat cultivars
grown across a wide range of environments in Western Europe,
information that can be applied directly to refine breeding strategies.
Informatics
Curation and analysis of large data sets collected in research, breeding
and multi-location testing can help refine breeding strategies and
document the scientific basis of yield gains, thereby providing new inputs
for crop design, as well as feedback to the research community at large.
Informatics is increasingly being used at all stages of the breeding process
pipeline, including the barcoding of plots and trials to make automated
analysis of trials easier and less error-prone.
CASE STUDIES
Case Study 1: Translational Research Platforms for Spring Wheat:
The International Wheat Yield Partnership (IWYP) and Heat and
Drought Wheat Improvement Consortium (HeDWIC)
In

2010

the

CGIAR

Research

Program

on

Wheat

(WHEAT,

https://wheat.org/) formalized the need to boost both wheat yield potential
as well as its adaptation to heat and drought stress. A large part of the
strategy was to harness previous research conducted by labs around the
world to boost genetic gains in wheat, capitalizing also on the research and
pre-breeding outputs of WHEAT and the testing networks of the
International Wheat Improvement Network (IWIN). Examples of the
research to be validated and translated include work on cellular and
canopy level photosynthesis, partitioning of assimilates among plant
organs including the roots, and phenological development [32]. As a result
of the concerted efforts of many stakeholders, two translational research
platforms were established: the International Wheat Yield Partnership
(IWYP) http://iwyp.org/ and the Heat and Drought Wheat Improvement
Consortium (HeDWIC) https://www.hedwic.org/. Both platforms are
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located in a major wheat agro-ecosystem in northwest Mexico, and are
supported by infrastructure of the International Maize and Wheat
Improvement Centre (CIMMYT) (Supplementary Table S1), a large
interdisciplinary team of international collaborators (see previous links),
and a number of funding agencies who are acknowledged at the end of
this review.
IWYP was established to both generate new hypotheses and test
existing hypotheses for how yield potential can be increased in wheat. The
new hypotheses are generated by international research teams focused on
discovering new aspects of source and sink traits. Many new types of
germplasm are being screened with new and proven technologies for
specific traits and the traits are being linked to molecular markers coming
from state-of-the-art genomics. The purpose of the funded research
projects is to provide a number of new ideas and hypotheses to break the
constraints

currently

limiting

yield

in

wheat

production

(https://iwyp.org/funded-projects/). Each of these projects feeds its outputs
into the validation and testing systems of CIMMYT and other institutions.
Even though many of the projects produce valuable new discoveries
relating to important sub-traits of yield, it is not expected that all the
discoveries will be reproduced in different elite germplasm, in high
yielding environments or will be novel to elite germplasm. Thus the
discoveries are first validated. Next, and most importantly, because single
trait discoveries are unlikely to achieve major yield gains on their own,
they need to be combined with other trait improvements in pre-breeding
programs. The more that can be stacked, the more likely that new gains
will be recognized. When such gains are realized via the wide area testing
systems, then the translation of discovery to the frontiers of breeding can
be considered complete [33]. Thus IWYP seeks to generate and test
hypotheses through agriculturally relevant research to the point where
clear conclusions can be made about the relevance of a discovery to
agricultural performance in elite material in farmers’ fields, thereby
minimizing the investment and risk associated with adoption into
mainstream breeding.
Boosting yield through improving source and sink balance
One of the main hypotheses tested through translational research at
these hubs was that yield could be boosted in spring wheat environments
– environments that occupy around 140 M·ha worldwide and 80 M·ha in
less developed countries—by simultaneously boosting assimilate supply
(source) and its partitioning to grains (sink strength). Both theory and
research indicate that increases in photosynthetic rate [34] can boost
radiation use efficiency, while studies of historic genetic gains indicate
that both biomass and harvest index (HI) are associated with yield gains
[35]. Since both source (i.e., biomass and related traits) and sink (i.e., HI
and related traits) appear to drive yield, it has been suggested that
achieving more optimal balance between source and sink is a way to
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increase rates of genetic gains [36–38]. When evaluating genetic resource
collections, biomass is often expressed at levels considerably greater than
checks, under both optimal and stressed conditions [26] and relatively
large variation in expression of HI is also common even among elite
cultivars.
A translational research project within IWYP provided proof of concept
that strategic crosses seeking to better balance source and sink could
increase yields over either parent. Some of the best sources of
aboveground biomass were identified in exotic germplasm [26], including
landraces and products of interspecific hybridization, i.e., synthetic wheat
[39]. Favorable sources of sink related traits including HI, kernel number
per m2, thousand kernel weight, and grains per spike were identified
among

elite

breeding

lines.

Crosses

were

designed

to

achieve

complementation of source with sink traits, in the sense that at least one
parent was selected for favorable expression of biomass (source) and the
other for favorable expression of sink-related traits. Segregating progenies
were selected for favorable agronomic type, including phenology, height,
and disease resistance. In later generations, other performance traits that
would indicate a good source-sink balance—such as cool canopy
temperature, HI and yield in the selection environments—were measured
to aid in choosing the best performing lines in target environments.
In this project, approximately 20–30 of the best-yielding progeny
identified in the selection environment in Mexico, along with elite checks,
were included in four international nurseries: the 2nd and 3rd Wheat
Yield Collaboration Yield trial (WYCYT) and the 2nd and 4th Stress
Adaptive Trait Yield Nursery (SATYN), targeted at temperate irrigated and
hot-irrigated environments, respectively. Yield trials were grown at 50
sites in 13 countries that are part of a wider dissemination and evaluation
network (Figure 2)[33]. Trials identified a number of new lines showing
yield gains in comparison to parents and checks [40]. While HI was similar
to checks, biomass was higher in many of the new higher yielding lines,
indicating the potential to further boost yield through new rounds of
crossing with locally adapted material. Subsequent international
nurseries have shown further gains, averaging 7% over the best elite check
[41] using this approach.
In summary, results from translational research seeking to test the
hypotheses that optimizing source-sink balance can boost yield, and that
selecting among genetic resources (like landraces and products of wide
crossing) can provide new and better sources of important traits like
biomass and kernel size, has led to positive outcomes. The IWYP and
HeDWIC translational research hubs continue to test other promising
candidate

traits

(https://iwyp.org/iwyp-research-breeding-hub/;

https://www.hedwic.org/resources.html). It should be noted that such
research projects lie outside the scope of most wheat breeding programs
today because they are high risk, a deviation from focusing on only high
yielding, adapted parental germplasm, and require both investment in
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phenotyping of large numbers of plants, and often special scientific
expertise.

Figure 2. Mega-environments (MEs) and >700 testing sites of the International Wheat Improvement
Network. Breeding is directed towards 12 different mega-environments (see box), representing a range of
temperature, moisture, and disease profiles, based on up-to-date GIS and economic information (From
Reynolds and Pinto [42]).
Case Study 2: Translation of Discovery through Delivery to
Australian Breeders
Early vigor and water-use efficiency
In many parts of the world, water used by fall sown cereals (whether
spring or winter wheat) is made available through in-crop season rainfall.
In wheat, as much as 50% of this water is lost through evaporation that
reduces water-use efficiency, thereby reducing total biomass and yield
[43]. Barley and triticale have much smaller evaporation losses from the
soil suggesting these cereals have unique adaptation mechanisms allowing
them to better capture rainfall events. Wheat is very conservative in its
early growth and is particularly slow in seedling emergence and leaf area
development when compared with barley, triticale and oats [43].
Comparative crop research has shown that barley has more vigorous
early growth owing to: (1) more rapid seedling emergence; (2) a larger
embryo; and (3) a higher specific leaf area (SLA)[44]. Differences in the
sizes of the first and second leaves to emerge integrate genetic variation
in embryo size and SLA [45,46], and can be used to rapidly screen
genotypic diversity to increase early vigor [47]. Further, gene action for
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early growth is additive and highly heritable, suggesting capacity for early
generation testing and rapid recycling of elite alleles in a breeding
program targeting greater leaf area development [48].
In this project, the scientists conducted a global survey to assess early
vigor across more than 5,000 wheat varieties, breeding lines and landraces
with the aim to identify genetically unrelated sources of early vigor for use
in breeding. This was the crop design and hypothesis phase. After
standardizing for differences in seed size, the scientists compared
varieties to confirm the conservative growth of wheat compared with
barley [45]. They also identified 28 high vigor genotypes from India, China,
Israel, Canada, Mexico and elsewhere and assembled them into a large S1
recurrent selection program. Each cycle comprised growing 6000 F2
progenies from 60 biparental crosses. Elite progenies were retained and
tested to identify the 120 widest-leafed S0:1 families for crossing and
development of the next cycle of selection. This was repeated six times
over a period of 15 years [49]. Thirty families were retained from each
selection cycle and, when the authors compared them in four sowings,
they found the varieties had established a near 40% increase in leaf area
as a result of selection for greater leaf width (Figure 3).
80

2

Total leaf area (cm )

70

60

50

40

30

20

CParental

C0

C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

C6

Cycle

Figure 3. Relationship between cycle number and mean total leaf area measured in four environments: Sow
1 (○; r2 = 0.93**); Sow 2 (■; r2 = 0.94**); Sow 3 (●; r2 = 0.93**); and Sow 4 (▲; r2 = 0.95**) (Note that cycle 2
lines were accidently discarded during long-term seed storage).
Need for new dwarfing genes
The study authors then selected elite recurrent selection-derived
progenies to deliver high vigor into commercial wheat varieties. The first
high vigor × commercial variety populations lacked the early vigor of the
high vigor parental germplasm owing to the suppressive effects of the Rht1
(syn. Rht-B1b) and Rht2 (syn. Rht-D1b) dwarfing genes on cell size [50].
There therefore had to be another discovery phase. Dwarfing genes
needed to be identified that would reduce plant height without
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compromising cell size and consequently early vigor. Using unique genetic
resource stocks arising from mutagenesis activities across the world [51],
they were able to identity a number of dwarfing genes, which they
assessed to confirm their neutral effects on cell size and early vigor.
In assessments across multiple studies the Rht8, Rht12, Rht13 and Rht18
dwarfing genes appeared the most useful in providing good agronomic
performance while maintaining greater early vigor [52]. These genes
allowed for good expression of early vigor and also allowed for selection
of greater coleoptile length [52] and increase early leaf area development.
Backcross- and top cross-derived populations were then initiated in
collaboration with commercial breeders to incorporate both new
dwarfing and high early vigor genes into commercially-relevant genetic
backgrounds.

Figure 4. High early vigor wheat germplasm containing a new dwarfing gene (left) sown side-by-side with
barley variety Fathom (right) in the field in Australia. Seeding rate was the same (100 kg/ha) for both plots.
The capacity to integrate across multi-stage selection activities (i.e.,
combine selection for greater early leaf area and then alternative
dwarfing genes) in delivering new high early vigor wheats is shown in
Figure 4 where a high vigor, dwarf wheat breeding line is shown together
with a high vigor barley variety sown in the same experiment. The figure
highlights the increased early growth in wheat and its capacity to shade
the soil and reduce soil-water loss through soil evaporation. The greater
early ground cover of the new wheat is also important in achieving greater
crop-weed competitiveness [53,54].
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Delivery
These activities undertaken over 20 years of genetic and physiological
research have identified: (1) the need for transformational change in early
wheat growth, (2) the translational learnings from barley to the drivers of
early vigor, (3) the need to look widely for new high early vigor genetics,
(4) the need to use unique population-based breeding methods to
accumulate multiple alleles for a polygenic trait together in developing
parental germplasm, and (5) the importance of changing dwarfing genes
to maximize early vigor expression.
The new high vigor wheats have had a high uptake into commercial
breeding programs (e.g., Figure 5). Critical in this uptake have been: (1)
close and ongoing communication between researchers and the breeding
companies, (2) a clear value proposition in the importance of greater early
vigor for improving productivity in rainfed farming systems, (3) the
development of breeder-friendly populations in elite commercial genetic
backgrounds, and (4) identification of efficient high-throughput selection
methods (phenotyping and/or diagnostic markers).

Figure 5. Dr. Daniel Mullan, a commercial wheat breeder with Intergrain Wheat Breeding company in
Australia, highlighting advanced high early vigor wheat breeding lines at the Intergrain wheat breeding
nursery at Lake Grace in WA, Australia.
Case Study 3: Translation: from Casual Observation to Predicting
Stress Tolerance and Stability: Anthesis Silking Interval (ASI) and
Maize
Maize is the cereal with largest annual global production at 1096 M tons
annually. Average yields are low, however, in drought-prone and infertile
environments such as Africa (2.0 t/ha compared to western Europe at
8.9 t/ha and North America at 10.9 t/ha [55]). This outcrossing species is
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historically vulnerable to stress at pollination. Maize breeders working in
rainfed summer nurseries in the Corn Belt region of the Midwestern
United States often noted that drought stressed plants suffered a large
delay in silk emergence and were often barren [56]. Silk delay was also
observed at high plant density [57]. Anthesis date is little affected by stress,
so ultimately the delay was expressed relative to anthesis date and termed
the anthesis-silking interval (ASI) [58] a strong relationship between grain
yield (GY) and ASI in tropical maize. The genetic correlation between GY
under severe stress at flowering and ASI reached as much as -0.60, with
GY showing a dependence on ASI of the general form GY = exp(a + b × ASI)
(Figure 6A).
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Figure 6. (A) General relationship between grain yield (GY) and ASI in 3509 S1 families of tropical maize
evaluated under a range of water deficits, Mexico. Selection arrows show the direction of changes towards
higher GY and lower ASI [59]. (B) Ear biomass vs days from ear initiation in selection cycles of Tuxpeño
Sequía (TS) evaluated under a range of plant densities [60].
An indicator of partitioning
ASI is a visual indicator of ear growth rate and hence useful for
estimating partitioning to the ear under a wide array of stresses that
reduce plant growth rate at flowering in maize. These stresses include
drought, high plant density and low soil nitrogen (N)[61]. Reducing plant
height by selection also decreases ASI and increases HI, resulting in
grain-efficient density-tolerant cultivars [62]. In the study, contrasting
selections—developed under managed drought stress and evaluated
under a range of densities—showed increased ear growth rate (Figure 6B)
and increases in GY and HI under flowering stress. Short ASI selections
showed greater biomass at pollination, with an increased rate of kernel
set, and hence increased GY. (Although in extreme cases, pollen shortage
may contribute to loss of GY, reduced kernel set mainly reflects a failure
of spikelets to reach the biomass threshold needed for successful
pollination.) In addition, as the study indicates, kernel set in the Corn Belt
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region of the U.S. has been positively linked to assimilate flux reaching the
ear during silking, hence the importance of low ASI [63].
If stress occurs outside of the flowering period (10 days before to
14 days after anthesis), selections with long vs. short ASI generally do not
differ in performance. The adaptive value of long ASI in unimproved
landraces is unclear. It may serve to prevent self-pollination, since inbred
offspring lack fitness and would be more susceptible to stress [61].
ASI use in maize breeding programs
ASI generally forms part of a selection index—along with GY,
barrenness and stay-green scores—as the broad-sense heritability of ASI
is moderate and similar to that for GY (0.51 vs 0.43) [59,64]. During the
validation phase of the project to validate ASI, recurrent selection schemes
using an index that included ASI were carried out over 2–9 cycles in six
tropical populations under managed drought stress, with average GY gains
per cycle of 164 kg/ha, 0.04 ears per plant, and −0.86 d for ASI under
drought and similar gains evident under low N [65,66].
Scientists have been using managed stress environments as a
phenotyping tool to expose variation for GY, ASI and leaf senescence
extensively since 1995 in donor-funded breeding initiatives in sub-Saharan
Africa. Currently there are two research projects supported by the Bill &
Melinda Gates Foundation and USAID operating in 13 countries in the
region: Stress Tolerant Maize for Africa (STMA) and the TELA Maize
Project (TELA). These and their predecessors released new stress tolerant
cultivars that were planted in 2018 on 3.5 M·ha in 10 sub-Saharan African
countries (https://stma.cimmyt.org, 2019).
In temperate maize multi-location testing, high plant densities have
resulted in a steady improvement in ASI over the past 70 years, although
a 2002 study indicated that elite hybrids still show a strong association
between GY and ASI under severe drought stress. [67,68]. As genomic
selection has become mainstream in commercial breeding programs, ASI
observed under managed stress conditions has been incorporated in the
genomic prediction models of drought tolerance along with the primary
trait of grain yield [69].
Future trends
As leading breeding programs focus on yield stability and ASI,
susceptibility to stress at flowering is diminishing in maize, and in the
future ASI should account for a smaller portion of the variability in GY
under mid-season drought or high plant density. Already ASI is part of
basket of traits being used for genomic selection in doubled haploid lines
in both temperate and tropical maize improvement for stressed or
marginal production conditions [69–71]. ASI has been incorporated in a
proprietary version of the crop model APSIM used to inform breeders of
appropriate breeding strategies for stressed environments [72]. In
addition, as relatively unimproved genotypes are tapped as sources of
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resistance to pests or stresses, selection for little or no silk delay under
stress will play a role in ensuring that their progenies are stable in GY and
high in harvest index. The trait that began as a casual observation in
drought-stricken breeding nurseries has been successfully translated into
mainline selection criteria and models that predict stress tolerant, stable
and efficient maize cultivars for the future.
Case Study 4: Science from Bacteria, Algae, Plants, Gerbils and Pigs
Translated into Nutritious Maize for Humans
Millions of people, especially children and pregnant women, suffer
from vitamin A deficiency (VAD), resulting in blindness or compromised
immune system and associated morbidity and mortality [73]. Liver, fish,
sweet potato, spinach, carrot and mango are good dietary sources,
whereas most staple food crops, including maize, have little vitamin A
or

its

precursor

provitamin

A

(proVA)

carotenoids.

Breeding

micronutrient-enriched staple crop varieties, such as proVA-enriched
maize, is an attractive public health intervention because large
populations in low- and middle-income countries rely on inexpensive
staple foods and cannot always access nutritious, balanced diets.
Basic research studying bacteria, algae and model plant species
elucidated the biochemical pathway by which plants synthesize
carotenoids [74,75]. This understanding enabled the search for natural or
mutation-induced allelic diversity for enzymes affecting the production,
accumulation, and degradation of proVA carotenoids in maize. Harjes et
al. [76] reported alleles of lycopene epsilon cyclase (LycE) in maize that
increase the production of carotenoids along the “beta” relative to the
“alpha” branch of the pathway, thus favoring accumulation of
beta-carotene and beta-cryptoxanthin, the carotenoids with largest proVA
activity. Two years later, Yan et al. [77] reported the discovery of maize
allelic variants for beta-carotene hydroxylase (CrtRB1) that slow the
conversion of beta-carotene to beta-cryptoxanthin, thereby favoring
accumulation of the most effective precursor of vitamin A, beta-carotene.
The use of molecular-marker-assisted selection (MAS) for favorable alleles
of LycE or CrtRB1 to breed proVA-enriched maize varieties thus became
an attractive possibility.
The search for maize germplasm with higher concentrations of proVA
carotenoids

identified

three

temperate

inbreds

[76]

that

were

subsequently used to form pre-breeding populations in Illinois, USA [78].
These lines and three narrow-based pre-breeding populations were
shared with breeders at CIMMYT and International Institute of Tropical
Agriculture (IITA). In parallel, ten orange and flint-grained Argentinian
landraces from CIMMYT’s germplasm bank were found to carry the
favorable CrtRB1 allele identified by Yan et al. [77], albeit at low frequency
[79,80]. In practice, the temperate inbred lines and pre-breeding
populations were used extensively in crosses with elite CIMMYT and IITA
lines, whereas the Argentinian landraces were never used due to
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anticipated costs of breeding to overcome their poor agronomic
performance and linkage drag.
The translational breakthrough was Babu et al.’s [81] validation in
26 tropical maize crosses of consistent favorable effects of alleles and
their associated molecular markers for LycE and CrtRB1, as originally
discovered by Harjes et al. [76] and Yan et al. [77]. The subsequent
application of MAS for the favorable CrtRB1 allele, using DNA
extracted from seed of numerous segregating breeding crosses prior to
planting—planting only the MAS-selected seeds—resulted in rapid
increases in the concentrations of proVA carotenoids in pre-breeding lines
[82]. ProVA concentrations in CIMMYT breeding lines increased from less
than 2 to 8 µg·g−1 in the first cycle of breeding, and have now reached
20 or more µg·g−1 in best lines of second and third cycles of breeding [83].
These achievements should be compared to the breeding target of 15 µg·g−1,
which is estimated to provide 50 percent of the daily proVA requirement
for children and women, assuming common daily intakes of maize [84].
Although mainstream proVA breeding at CIMMYT no longer uses MAS for
LycE or CrtRB1 (because the germplasm has achieved desired
concentrations of proVA, and these favorable alleles are likely fixed), other
proVA maize breeding programs continue to use these markers, e.g.,
Zunjare et al. [85].
Translating nutrition science into proVA maize breeding goals was
crucial to this story. Gerbil, piglet and chicken models established that
proVA carotenoids in maize in the diets of these animals is bioavailable
and bioefficacious (e.g., Davis et al. [86]; Heying et al. [87,88]). Robust
evidence of the value of proVA maize for alleviating human VAD, however,
came from long-term, community-based, placebo-controlled trials with
children in three Zambian villages [89].
The impact of proVA-enriched maize on the health of maize-consuming,
VAD populations will depend on many factors, but varieties are currently
grown and consumed in Zambia [84], and more than 40 varieties have
been released for cultivation in eight countries in sub-Saharan Africa and
Brazil [90]. In the meantime, proVA maize translational research is taking
new and exciting directions as evidence from mycology, toxicology and
human cancer research led to preliminary findings that enhanced proVA
concentrations in maize grain reduce colonization and aflatoxin
production by Aspergillus flavus [83]. If these results are validated, the
impacts of proVA-enriched maize could grow to include health benefits for
millions of children suffering stunting or underweight, and adults
developing liver and other cancers from consumption of aflatoxincontaminated maize. Such evidence of enhanced impact potential of
proVA maize might stimulate investments to translate additional basic
science, such as the role of CCD1 in degrading and thereby reducing the
amounts of proVA carotenoids in grain [91], into practical tools used by
breeding programs.
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Case Study 5: Translation of SUB1 Alleles into Elite Rice for Flooding
Tolerance
This example, while scientifically simpler than many others, records
how after a desirable genetic trait is recognized it can take a long time to
incorporate the trait improvement optimally into elite germplasm
breeding programs. The development of flooding tolerant rice based on a
specific SUB 1A allele took over 50 years at the International Rice Research
Institute in the Philippines (1960–2010) together with expert molecular
analyses by others. The translation program to achieve efficient
incorporation into elite high yielding cultivars also took detailed research
using molecular marker technologies that were not available at the time
when trait introgression started [92].
Fast flooding affects over 22 million hectares worldwide of lowland
rainfed rice, some 18% of the global supply [93]. In Bangladesh and India
alone an estimated 10 million hectares suffer from the threat of additional
flooding each Monsoon season. Traditionally, landraces that can endure
10 days or more of complete submergence are cultivated on susceptible
flood plains. These land races retain viability under water and resume
growth upon de-submergence. However, these submergence tolerant
landraces are very low yielding, producing only 25–30% of the yield of
advanced semi-dwarf varieties which usually died within 7 days of
complete flooding because of their sensitivity to the anaerobic conditions
of complete submergence.
Rice breeders in the 1960s [94] recognized the need to introduce higher
yielding submergence tolerant varieties. By the early 1950s landraces with
unusual flooding and submergence tolerance had been recognized, and
during the 1970s were systematically screened. Several important
accessions with resilience to complete submergence were found: FR13A
from Orissa, India and Kurkaruppan, Goda Heenati and Thavalu from Sri
Lanka. Their 10-day old seedlings survived 7 days of complete
submergence. This knowledge led to the initiation of backcrossing into
advanced breeding lines to see if the trait could be readily transferred.
Work began in the 1980s [95]. However, submergence tolerance from
FR13A was not successfully introduced into productive short-tointermediate stature lines by backcrossing until the mid-1990s [96].
The genetic control of submergence tolerance was not revealed until
the mid-1990s. Previously it appeared to be a typical quantitative trait [95].
Then several independent studies found that up to 70% of the phenotypic
variation in tolerance was due to a major chromosome 9 QTL (termed SUB
1) with other minor QTLs accounting for less than 30% of the phenotypic
variation [97]. SUB1 was further mapped to a 0.16-cM region on
chromosome 9 using F2 progeny mapping, before being further limited to
a 0.075 cM locus (150 kb; Xu et al. [98]). Further fine mapping of SUB1
showed it to encode two or three ethylene-responsive DNA binding
proteins. All Oryza sativa accessions carry SUB1B and SUB1C sequences at
this locus but an additional SUB1A allele (SUB1A) is present in some lines.
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This probably arose from a duplication of the SUB1B gene. Variant
SUB1A-1 is found only in lines tolerant to flooding such as FR13A, whereas
the SUB1A-2 allele is characteristic of accessions which are sensitive to
flooding. The protein products of both alleles are identical with the
exception of Ser186 in the flood tolerant allele and Pro186 in the flood
intolerant allele [92]. Allele SUB1A-1 is much more highly expressed in
leaves in response to flooding than the allele SUB1A-2 and is clearly
responsible for the resilient flooding tolerance. Single nucleotide
polymorphisms were identified within SUB1A and SUB1C regions that
could be used as molecular markers in breeding [99]. A small genomic
region containing SUB1A-1 has been introgressed into modern high
yielding varieties such as Swarna and BR11 [99] using marker assisted
back crossing. The importance of flooding tolerance has meant that most
lowland high yielding varieties now carry the SUB1A-1 allele and are
tolerant to the stress [92,98,100].
Submergence causes death by many metabolic disturbances. Notably,
it inhibits photosynthesis and respiration. SUB 1A-1 promotes better
maintenance of soluble carbohydrate, chlorophyll and oxygen levels in a
submergence-dependent manner as revealed

by microarray and

metabolite studies [92]. Ethylene is a key hormone induced by flooding
and induces expression of SUB1A. Ethylene normally induces gibberellic
acid that promotes seedling elongation. The induction of SUB 1A
expression by ethylene during submergence disrupts this strategy to aid
survival.
The translation of the submergence trait from landraces into elite
varieties is an excellent example of the impact of translational research,
which resulted in very important gains for rice agriculture. It is also
noteworthy that vital discoveries were necessary along the way to define
the genetic changes required for introduction via marker assisted
backcrossing.
Case Study 6: Translational Research in Sorghum
The Australian sorghum industry exemplifies an efficient delivery
pathway to move public-sector pre-breeding germplasm into private
sector breeding programs. A key element of this approach is the
simultaneous evaluation of various target traits in conjunction with
selelction for grain yield across the target population of environments for
the crop. This has reduced bottlenecks between upstream research
(encompassing

both

gene-to-phenotype

and

phenotype-to-gene

approaches) and practical breeding outcomes for grain-growers.
A study that examined wheat and sorghum yields over the past 30–40
years in Australia showed that sorghum yields were 2.1% per year [101]:
almost twice that for wheat (1.2% per year). While yield trends for
sorghum and wheat were similar in wet environments, in dry
environments relative yield trends for sorghum were 3.6 times those for
wheat. The effects of yield advances could not be clearly apportioned to
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either agronomic practices or varieties. However, both crops would have
benefited from the same agronomy changes (e.g., controlled traffic,
minimum tillage), suggesting that genetics are likely important. While the
impact of CO2 fertilization on yield increases was probably not significant
in this study, there may have been a slight benefit under water-limited
conditions for the C4 sorghum crop. The extra work necessary to retain
high grain quality and disease resistance in wheat may also have been a
factor in its moderately slower progress. [101].
The higher rate of genetic gain in dry than wet environments can be
partly attributed to the transfer of pre-breeding germplasm with the staygreen drought adaptation trait to the private sector (~50% genetic
contribution of pre-breeding genetics to all hybrids) over a long period of
time from the mid-1970s onwards [102]. Concurrent selection for yield, as
well as for drought-adaptation and insect resistance traits, has helped the
uptake of these traits by private breeding companies. In addition,
considerable effort has been put into developing intellectual property
systems conducive to uptake of germplasm by companies [102].
The stay-green trait is a good example of a translational “phenotype-togene” approach in the Australian public sector sorghum pre-breeding
program that enhances the delivery of drought-adapted germplasm to
private sector breeding companies and, ultimately, to grain growers. Staygreen plants are characterized by the maintainence of relatively more
green leaves during grain filling under end-of season drought. Stay-green
was first observed as a drought adaptation phenotype more than 35 years
ago by sorghum breeders in the U.S. led by Darrell Rosenow and in
Australia, under Bob Henzell. Initially, breeders selected for the trait by a
visual rating late in the grain-filling period. Currently, breeders use drones
with various spectral indices to screen thousands of lines for stay-green in
the field. Since the stay-green phenotype is an emergent consequence of
causal mechanisms before anthesis that regulate water supply (e.g., root
architecture) and demand (e.g., canopy development), components of the
trait, such as tillering and root angle, are now being screened directly in
the pre-breeding program.
Stay-green is a drought adaptation mechanism that improves grain
yield and lodging resistance in sorghum and other cereals. Consequently,
many physiological [103–109] and genetic studies [110–112] have been
undertaken to better understand this trait. Genotypes containing the staygreen trait exhibit less branching (tillering) and smaller upper leaves,
leading to decreased green leaf area at flowering [108,109]. Decreasing
transpirational leaf area saves soil water before flowering for use after
flowering when the grain is filling. Higher water uptake after flowering in
stay-green lines leads to increased nitrogen uptake, biomass production,
grain number and yield. Notably, stay-green genotypes do not yield
significantly less under well-watered conditions.
In addition, an important link has been established between canopy
development before flowering and the impact on crop water use patterns
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and grain yield after flowering under end-of-season drought [108].
Stay-green QTL also impact the anatomy of leaves and the growth of
roots [109]. There are many ways by which Stg QTLs can modify canopy
development, resulting in considerable plasticity. It is likely that the
physiological mechanisms underlying stay-green in sorghum will also
operate with similar functionality in other major cereals such as maize,
wheat, and rice [109].
While studies of near-isogenic lines have provided clear understanding
of the physiological mechanisms underlying stay-green, including yield
benefits under drought, the best evidence of its impact in multiple genetic
backgrounds and environments comes from a study investigating
the relationship between stay-green and yield using data from breeding
trials that sampled over 1600 hybrid combinations and more than
20 environments with mean yields varying from 2.3 to 10.5 t·ha−1 [112].
Most associations in this study were positive, specifically for environments
yielding below 6 t·ha−1. Post-flowering drought is a major constraint to
sorghum production worldwide and in Australia, limiting yields to 1.2 and
2.5 t·ha−1, respectively. The results in how that selecting for stay-green in
elite sorghum hybrids should be beneficial in a wide range of
environments, particularly when water is limiting..
Long-term selection for stay-green and grain yield has indirectly
improved component traits and associated water capture and efficiency
traits (e.g., root angle, transpiration efficiency). Evidence indicates that
elite pre-breeding germplasm is extreme for both traits [102]. For example,
there is evidence of an association between narrow root angle, yield and
stay-green in hybrids grown in Australian environments [113]. Narrow
root angle is associated with increased water extraction in deep soils,
while wide root angle may be useful in skip-row systems on shallow soils.
Some germplasm from the Australian public sector sorghum pre-breeding
program has extreme root angle phenotypes, suggesting indirect selection
for the trait. Furthermore, diversity of root phenotypes in experimental
hybrids is much greater than the commercial range [102].
TRANSLATIONAL RESEARCH AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
RIGHTS
It is often said that intellectual property rights (IPRs) inhibit
translational research. It is the case that all such projects should be
scrutinised by experts to avoid contravening, knowingly or unknowingly,
laws associated with patented germplasm, genes or technologies but very
few projects in fact need be discarded because of IPRs. This is because (i)
globally, little germplasm and few genes/markers or technologies are
patented or unavailable for research and exploitation, (ii) dialog with
holders of relevant IPRs often result in opportunities to test hypotheses
because they could result in the outcomes being nearer to market, i.e.,
more valuable, and (iii) there are often ways around the IPRs, e.g., by using
different germplasm or variant genes, when the IPRs are fully understood.
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Sometimes the existence of patented elements becomes a driver for the
investment in translational research because of the promise of additional
financial rewards. It is worth noting that the founding principles of
awarding IPRs was to provide inventors the chance to get the translational
work done before a competitor has the same chance. Therefore IPRs are
not necessarily at odds with greatly increasing the volumes of
translational research, providing detailed awareness exists.
CONCLUSIONS
While crop breeding and research into the complex traits that drive
yield gains have existed in relative isolation for decades, often based
around different species and growing environments, translational
research pipelines based on application-relevant criteria can break down
these silos through collaboration aimed at:
1.

Identifying “best-bet” traits likely to boost yield when introgressed into
elite germplasm based on conceptual or simulation models.

2.

Accessing a wide range of both exotic and current breeding material
to identify novel and better sources of trait expression and their
genetic bases.

3.

Testing hypotheses by making crosses using sources of traits proposed
by research (Table 1), bringing them into elite germplasm and field
testing progeny across a range of target environments (Figure 2).

4.

Gaining a practical understanding of trait and allelic interactions
through genetic and physiological dissection of successful progeny and
their parents and comprehensive analysis of multi-location yield trials.
When such translational research efforts are associated with mature

breeding and pre-breeding programs, added value is generated from preexisting

knowledge

networks,

germplasm

and

infrastructure

(Supplementary Table S1), and the possibility to deploy multiple research
activities involving different ideas and technologies on common panels of
breeder-relevant germplasm. This focused approach can achieve a more
comprehensive

understanding

of

the

relative

contributions

and

interactions among novel traits and genes contributing to yield, while
ensuring that conclusions are based on up to date breeding material and
pertinent environments. Additional benefits include more efficient use of
research resources and opportunities for closer interactions between
disciplinary scientists and practicing breeders.
The relatively poor linkages between discovery research teams around
the world and plant breeding teams delivering on the frontiers of variety
production are a serious impediment to improving genetic gains in crop
production. The extraordinary advances in understanding the genetic
basis of important traits in academia are vital but even more vital is the
translation of these into crop production. Without this translation, much
of the societal value of the discovery research is lost. Thus establishing
systems for generating and testing new hypotheses in agriculturally
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relevant systems must become a priority to achieve new gains from
research.
That given, it is worth keeping in mind two of the main drivers common
to the successful examples of translational research presented here. First,
solutions

require

interdisciplinary

and

typically

international

collaboration (due to the transnational nature of agriculture) to
adequately frame the problem and develop technologies that convince
established breeding programs to retool. Second, a visionary approach is
needed from both scientists and funding bodies that recognizes the time
and commitment required to translate a piece of research into an
improved cultivar. These attributes are prerequisite to capitalize on basic
plant research so it can positively impact food security.
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